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Request Didn’t Provide Sufficient Information. Reeves
argued that the district court erred by dismissing his
failure-to-accommodate claim, but the Seventh Circuit
found otherwise.
When an employee requests accommodation under
the ADA, the court said, the employer is obligated to
meet ‘‘the employee half way and engage in a ‘flexible,
interactive process’ to identify the necessary accommodations.’’ Both parties are then responsible for determining what accommodations are necessary, it added.
However, ‘‘[w]here the employee does not provide
sufficient information to the employer to determine the
necessary accommodations, the employer cannot be
held liable for failing to accommodate the disabled employee,’’ Kanne wrote, citing Beck v. University of Wisconsin Board of Regents, 75 F.3d 1130, 5 AD Cases 304
(7th Cir. 1996).
The court found that the request by Reeves’s mother
that he be provided with a job coach following the flag
pin incident didn’t provide sufficient information for
Jewel to determine what type of accommodation might
have been necessary for his problem with using profanity in the workplace. And when Reeves’s supervisor
said a job coach wasn’t necessary for the theft issue, she
didn’t press the matter and ask again, the court said.
‘‘She did not suggest that a job coach would help prevent future profane outbursts; indeed, she did not request a job coach after any of Sean’s previous infractions that involved cursing in front of customers,’’ and
thus didn’t make a request for accommodation for that
disability-related problem, the court ruled.
Should Request Have Been Viewed More Broadly? Lee
told Bloomberg BNA that the request for a job coach
might have been viewed more broadly.
‘‘One way to look at it is that a job coach would help
someone with Down syndrome with a variety of problems that might come up on the job,’’ he said. He added
that he hopes the court wouldn’t take the same
‘‘cramped’’ view of a similar request made by someone
with a physical disability.
Gelb noted that the district court placed more emphasis than the appeals court on the numerous prior accommodations Jewel had provided to Reeves. He said
there is ‘‘good advice’’ in that for employers.
Creating an overall picture of having provided helpful assistance to an employee with disabilities should
leave an employer in a good situation from a potential
liability standpoint, he said. In that regard, he said it’s
good practice for companies to leave ‘‘no stone un-

turned’’ and perhaps go beyond the half-way point referenced by the Seventh Circuit.

Creates Affirmative Defense. Doing so will enable an
employer to assert the affirmative defense to compensatory and punitive damages available in failure-toaccommodate cases under the Civil Rights Act of 1991,
Gelb said.
That’s another ‘‘huge’’ incentive for employers to do
things the right way, as Jewel did here, he said.
He also noted the ‘‘potentially complicating factor’’ of
having the accommodation request come from a third
party—Reeves’s mother.
Some employers have a ‘‘knee-jerk reaction’’ when
they receive accommodation requests from third parties, especially when the third party is the worker’s lawyer, Gelb explained. ‘‘They take the stance that they
won’t deal with anyone but the employee.’’
Employers need to be careful about how that might
be perceived down the road, he said. ‘‘A court may not
view that as going half way,’’ he said.
Court Rejected Pleading Argument. The Seventh Circuit did, however, reject the district court’s alternative
finding that Reeves waived his failure-to-accommodate
claim by never specifically asserting it in his complaint.
Reeves’s complaint alleged a discrimination claim
under the ADA, ‘‘and ADA discrimination includes a
failure to accommodate,’’ Kanne wrote. He said plaintiffs aren’t required to plead legal theories, just facts.
Lee said there was some solace for plaintiffs’ counsel
in that portion of the court’s opinion.
‘‘It’s nice to see the court admitted that the ADA has
different prongs and that pleading’’ discrimination was
sufficient to plead non-accommodation, he said.
Judges John Daniel Tinder and David F. Hamilton
joined the opinion.
Arthur Gold of Gold & Associates Ltd. in Chicago
represented Reeves. Gwendolyn B. Morales and Michael A. Warner of Franczek Radelet PC in Chicago
represented Jewel.
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